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Big platforms are cutting 3rd party cookies.

Apple has already blocked them, and google

will phase it out in 2023.

Your email list will become ever-more

important (1st party data).

All social media platforms are pushing reach

for short-form vertical video.

It’s aimed at making viewing on mobile a

more immersive experience.

LinkdIn will crop to a square but short videos

20-60 seconds are performing well.

Remember to caption them.



Document Post – these are slide posts. 7 slides work best. Put an

engaging call to action on the final slide, plus a selfie.

Polls

Carousel posts (Still in Beta phase)

Text with multiple picture post
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To ↑ in you LinkedIn reach use the following:

To ↑ your conversions ( i.e. getting people to take action)

Use video (video converts 4x more than other person)

Frequency of post:

Publishing a new post within 18hrs from a previous post will negatively

impact the reach of both parts.

Linked In gives much more reach to heavily active content creators



Tuesday & Thursday 8am → 11am. Nurture your post by responding to

comments in the 1st 12 hours.
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Best time to post.

3 – 5

Hashtags

Creator Mode

If you haven’t already, switch you account to creator mode.

External Links

Edit post and add link after the post had gone live

LinkedIn Live

Will grow your reach

30 minutes

Use # linkedIn Live

Make use of LinkedIn’s “Social Selling Index”

www.LinkedIn.com/sales/ssi

Aim for a score of > 70

Content Strategy

Personal Stories of team members

Thought leadership

Service-related content

http://www.linkedin.com/sales/ssi
http://www.linkedin.com/sales/ssi
http://www.linkedin.com/sales/ssi
http://www.linkedin.com/sales/ssi
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> State what appears to you in the post and add an

additional insight based on your expertise

Be strategic in you commenting:

A. Provide additional Insights

> Engage in discussions with other people commenting on a post

B. Be curious and ask questions

> This creates a stronger bond in the network

C. Share Emotions

> If you see a relevant discussion you know someone in your

community could contribute to, tag them.

C. Tag your network to provide them with a stage


